Dear Parents
Week 3 has been another busy week both in school and for everyone at home. We welcomed our new
member of staff to the Early Years Team, Mrs Wall, who will be working in our EYFS Thursday/Friday
bubble. We are receiving so many lovely home learning pictures from you, we thought it would be great to
share a selection of them along with our class news.
Thank you once again for all your hard work at home, we know that it can be extremely tough. If your child
is having a rough day and struggling to complete home learning tasks, take a step back – it will not harm
your child’s progress, your family wellbeing is more important. If you need any support or advice, please
do not hesitate to contact the school.
Owl Class News
Owl class have had a very busy and exciting week.
We have been blown away by all the effort the children have put into their work. The
rainforest topic really is a hit and the creativity and learning has been fantastic. The
dioramas the children have created to show the different layers within a rainforest,
are incredible.
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Owl class have continued to look at poetry during our literacy lessons, along with researching a rainforest
animal to write poems, we also looked at rhyme and alliteration. Some children even produced PowerPoint
presentations for their research piece. We look forward to seeing the completed poems.
Science has allowed us to explore various food chains. This has included the use of many props at home to
depict which animals would fit where within each food chain.
During maths we have continued to explore grouping and the commutative law, with many practical
activities to secure this understanding.
We could not be prouder of our Owl class children, they have all shown continuous perseverance and
enthusiasm and we are truly grateful to the parents for their support, guidance and creativity to ensure
that their child learns to the best of their ability at home.
The KS1 Team
Robin Class News
It has been a busy week in Robin class as we welcomed our nursery children for more
sessions throughout the week and Mrs Wall joined the team.
This week we have been saying “hello” to the snowy animals in the Arctic and looked
at polar habitats around the world. We followed Andy’s workout in the Arctic on
CBeebies and the children have created their own amazing polar animals.
It has been a delight to see the creativity of the children (and parents!) in the tasks we have set this week!
The Early Years Team

I hope you have a relaxing weekend!
Warm regards

Mrs Green
Head Teacher
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